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Yashiro, Kuroh, Neko and Yukari then leave and head towards the Mihashira tower, but Neko refuses to go with Yashiro and Kuroh to say
goodbye to Tatara Totsuka's body. However, Neko also tells Yashiro that he knows he's going to die. They then hear something in the

distance, and Yashiro asks Kuroh to turn his sword in to him. When they open the door to Tatara's room, they see his body inside. Yashiro
then asks Neko if he's going to turn his sword in. Neko tells him that he can't use it against the Gray King because only a Red King can. He
will be a bit weak from using it, so he's going to tell his Red King friends what happened. Yashiro remembers seeing Tatara and his family,
and then bursts out into tears. He then says that he can't accept the fact that he's a king and that he's going to go back to the crater and

die. He says he'll use this sword to fight back and won't let Suoh and his people attack this country. Kuroh tells Yashiro that he's not going to
tell that to anyone, but when the other Red Kings arrive they'll tell him if he's going to go or not. Neko then tells them that they're going to
go. Yashiro then tells Neko that he has a few words to say to Neko. Back at the base, Yukari tells Yashiro and Neko that there was nobody

actually coming to rescue them when she detected the blimp's approach. The Silver Clan subsequently proceeds to attack Jungle's base with
Kusanagi, Tatara, and Taro, who are then teleported to the Silver Clan's beach. There, they proceed to attack and kill a number of Baito

Mermaids, until Taro is skewered by one of the Baito Mermaids. As punishment for going against their rules of no killing, the Silver Clan is
forced to hack and reassemble their own appendages, causing their leader, Masquerade, to become uncontrollably violent. The Silver Clan

proceed to kill their own members, including Nagare. [12]
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After the release of his
first official album in

1981, Shiro did not play
with any 'professional
musicians'. Instead he
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discovered a musical
style that resonated

deeply with him and one
that would last his entire

life. While he often
played together with

fellow musicians, he did
not feel like they were
playing with him. After
reaching a point where
he felt he was not only

back to his original start
position but was actually
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ahead of it, Shiro started
to play with more

musicians, and this
would ultimately lead to
the founding of his own

band, a band that he has
now spent most of his

life with. This change in
approach to music, he
felt was the key to a

success long term. For
Shiros first solo album,
he composed the music
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by himself. However, he
noted that while this

approach seemed fitting
at the time, he didn't
want to put the same

effort in that he had for
the original album, as

this would probably lead
to him becoming lazy in
the future and also not
being able to enjoy any
subsequent success. In

an attempt to find a
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balance between ideal
and reality, he began to

add a few tracks
recorded by the other

musicians. However, the
music to "Zoi" would

have to come from his
own hand, and, as a

result, the song became
a'solo track' for Shiros

first single and ended up
being one of his most
well received. The first
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album to come out from
Shiros band was "Zoi"

and it sold 40,000
copies. This shows that
Shiros music was a real

success in his home
land. However, after that
the band didn't get any

further commercial
success and for the next

three albums they
released only received

good reviews. This,
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Shiros band decided
they would split up in

1989, three years after
the success of his first

album, and Shiros heart
was broken after this. He

never had a chance to
play with them again
and the fact that he

never won any of the
numerous awards he had

been nominated for
meant to him that
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nobody valued his music.
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